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JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to
turn on Javascript in your browser. We're still here and ready to ship your orders! With this
package you get your choice of quality, proven components that will give your truck an extra
horsepower at the rear tires while also maintaining drivability. NOTE: Due to Covid related
logistics problems, a week delay should be expected on headers and y-pipe at this time. You
can fid it here. You will also neeed 6 new bolts to fit the flywheel found here. Instagram
Facebook Youtube. Shop by. Piston Ring Compressors. Engine Assembly Tools. Oil Testing
Kits. Transmission Tools. View All. Clearance - Unopened. Lightly Used. Open Box Items. Air
Filters. Catch Cans. Cold Air Kits. Intake Manifolds. Throttle Bodies. AN Hose. AN Hose Ends.
Weld On Fittings. Camshaft Kits. Oil Coolers. Accessory Brackets. Coilpack Relocation. Engine
Covers. Valve Covers. Bare Cylinder Heads. Bare Cylinder Heads With Valves. Complete
Cylinder Heads. Trunnion Components. VVT Components. Connecting Rods. Harmonic
Balancers. Piston Rings. Rotating Assemblies. Timing Components. ECU Kits. Relays and
Wiring Boards. Harmonic Balancer Bolts. Misc Engine Fasteners. Misc Fasteners By Size. Rod
Bolts. Flex Fuel Kits. Fuel Filters. Fuel Injectors. Fuel Pressure Regulators. Fuel Pumps. Fuel
System Wiring and Modules. Fuel Tanks. Head Gaskets. Header Gaskets. Oil Pan Gaskets. Axle
Back Systems. Catback Systems. Complete Systems. Longtube Headers. Shorty Headers. Turbo
Headers. LS Swap Exhaust. Ignition Coils. Nitrous Bottles. Nitrous Kits. Engine Oil. Oil Fittings.
Head Units. Supercharger Kits. Coilover Kits. Clutch Hydraulics. Clutch Kits. Torque
Converters. Misc Components. Turbo Flanges. Misc Accessories. V-Band Kits. Valve Locks.
Valve Seals. Valve Spring Kits. Valve Spring Locators. Valve Spring Retainers. Valve Spring
Shims. Valve Springs. Language Brian Tooley Racing. Your Customization. Add to Cart. More
ways to pay at checkout. Add to Wish List Add to Compare. Skip to the end of the images
gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery. Be advised: Image may differ from actual
product. Reviews 1. Overall 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Add a headline. Submit Review.
Sign up to our newsletter and save. Email Address. Register here. Forgot Password. Confirm
Password Password must be at least 8 characters. First Name. Last Name. Log in. Make Model
Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus
fees. We believe in treating you better--we think you should be able to get the right car at the
right price without worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered
as soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you safe.
Premium trim. Price s include s all costs to be paid by a consumer, except for licensing costs,
registration fees, and taxes. I have to say, purchasing a new or used car from a dealership is not
always a good experience, but Prestige Toyota has set the standard for the industry. I went in to
look at a used vehicle which was an off brand for this dealer. I was met by an extremely
courteous staff and introduced to Andy. Andy is a salesman who knows what he is doing and
knows how to treat a customer. No high pressure sales tactics or "What can we do to put you in
a car today" games. He was straightforward, honest, and got me the best possible deal I could
have received. He made the whole process simple, smooth, and I left knowing I was well taken
care of. I will continue to use Andy and Prestige Toyota as my go to for my future vehicles. The
simply are Fantastic!! Nationstar Autoplex prepared to deliver a great buying and service
experience while maintaining a clean and safe facility for our staff and customers. This is done
primarily through Physical Distancing. Click on the Start your deal here button. We will deliver
the vehicle to you! Call for more information. Powered by a 3. Our steady All Wheel Drive coupe
sprints to 60mph in under 7 seconds and offers dynamic handling with a limited-slip differential
and performance suspension. The angular silhouette and seductive lines of our CTS look
beautiful with charming wheels. Inside our CTS, meticulous attention to detail is obvious with
upscale materials and amenities such as dual-zone climate control, an auto-dimming rearview
mirror, and a split-folding rear seat. Stay in touch with Bluetooth or listen to your favorite song
on an eight-speaker sound system with a CD player, an auxiliary audio jack and satellite radio.
No matter your destination, you'll feel comfortable, capable, and at ease in this thoughtfully
crafted Cadillac. Peace of mind comes standard in our Cadillac with an incredible array of safety
features like anti-lock brakes, traction control, stability control, airbags, and OnStar emergency
communications. You will love our Cadillac's sporty ride and find it very much like its European
rivals. Go ahead and fulfill your dreams. Print this Page and Call us Now Odometer is miles
below market average! Customer satisfaction is our number one goal. Complimentary services
include car washes, Mercedes-Benz courtesy vehicles for extended repairs, multi point vehicle
inspections and much more. As an authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer, we offer one of the largest
new and pre-owned inventories in the area. We likely have the vehicle youve been searching for,
or contact us to find an exact configuration. Experience the Fletcher Jones Difference today!
Trent did an amazing job to make my purchase seamless and enjoyable. He is professional,
valued my time and listened to my needs. He has raised the bar for my car buying experience! It

is our pleasure to assist you with the purchase of your new or Pre owned vehicle. Weather you
purchase a brand new vehicle, Certified Pre -owned or a trade in , you can feel assured that this
vehicle has been inspected by our ASE Certified mechanics and has been priced to sell fast. We
have a one of a kind car buying process that is designed to be fast, friendly and fair with the
customer in mind. It's meant for the person who strives for a classy, comfortable, and luxurious
car. Whether you're faced with inclement weather or just out enjoying the twisting back road,
you'll have the grip of AWD on your side. You can tell this Cadillac CTS Coupe has been
pampered by the fact that it has less than 73,mi and appears with a showroom shine. Through
extensive use of technology and chassis design, Cadillac is hoping to please both those
looking for a pure luxury car and those who want a little bit more sport with their upscale sedan.
Strengths of this model include spacious, good handling, powerful engines, Luxurious, and
packed with new technology. Thank you for your interest in another high quality pre-owned
vehicle exclusively offered with Bob Johnson Chevrolet West. Home of the point reconditioning
process, the Bob Johnson Chevrolet West team looks forward to solving your transportation
needs. Our professional sales team is committed to a no-pressure, high integrity approach to
your ownership experience. We look forward to assisting you through our streamline buying
process! Ridge Rd Spencerport, NY or call to test drive this vehicle today. It is equipped with a 6
Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Thank you for
visiting another one of Smart Hyundai's online listings! Pull up in the vehicle and the valet will
want to parked on the front row. Don't miss your chance to make it your new ride. Fine interior
appointments complement this vehicle's unprecedented performance. Low, low mileage
coupled with an exacting maintenance program make this vehicle a rare find. It's AutoCheck
Certified with four previous owners and zero accidents! Under the hood of this 2 door coupe,
you'll find the 3. Cadillac adds 18" aluminum wheels, dual chrome tip exhaust, the signature
slanted grille and intricate faceting of every surface As you move to the inside, you'll slide into
plush leather seats that are heated as well as power adjustable with driver side memory.
Convenience features include a leather wrapped steering wheel with mounted audio, Bluetooth,
and cruise controls, Remote Start, an auto dimming rearview mirror, Home Link, and dual zone
climate control. In addition to the backup camera and rear park assist sensor, this CTS also has
side blind zone alerts for extra safety and convenience. The level of luxury and the quality of
build is very high, while the pure, edgy style of this car is breathtaking Come see this beauty for
yourself And take a test drive towards ownership today! Vroom is a national online retailer that
allows you to shop thousands of high-quality vehicles online, delivered straight to you
contact-free. With Vroom, browse and shop through an extensive inventory of low-mileage,
competitively priced cars, and trucks available for purchase, with easy online financing and new
inventory added every day. No haggling. No pressure. Buy your next vehicle from Vroom, have
it delivered straight to you, and never visit a dealership again. Have a car to trade-in? Vroom
offers hassle-free, no obligation quotes and they will even pick it up. Learn more at Vroom.
Vroom only sells cars and trucks with clean titles, that are free of fire, flood and frame damage
and have accident-free CARFAX vehicle history reports at the time of purchase and sale. Every
Vroom vehicle must also pass safety, mechanical and cosmetic inspections before it is sold. If a
vehicle does not meet Vroom's retail standards, they do not list the vehicle for sale on the site.
Contact us at Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles
for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Trim
Performance 38 Base 29 Premium Engine Details Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas
Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. New Listing. Price Drop. Dealer
Review: I have to say, purchasing a new or used car from a dealership is not always a good
experience, but Prestige Toyota has set the standard for the industry. Dealer Review: Trent did
an amazing job to make my purchase seamless and enjoyable. Strengths of this model include
spacious, good handling, powerful engines, Luxurious, and packed with new technology
AutoCheck Vehicle History Summary Unavailable. Dealer Review: false advertising regarding
the car and they use the phone number provided to spam you!! Showing 1 - 18 out of 94 listings.
Overall Consumer Rating. Sophisticated Sports Coupe. This car is quick, responsive,
comfortable and stylish. The ride is European in nature providing good road feedback so you
know the conditions of the surface. Driver and front seat passenger ingress and egress is
excellent, but being a coupe, the rear seat people are somewhat hampered. But then buyers
who opt for the coupe don't really care. My only negative comment on the car after four weeks
or so of ownership is the lack of depth in the center console storage area. You can't fit a
compact disc in it. Having to store them on the passenger's seat is messy and access to them is
problematical at best. In general, however, I have absolutely no regrets about purchasing the

car. Too early to comment on reliability issues, but I would expect them to be adequately
addressed by GM in a prompt and satisfactory manner. Read more. Read less. Shoppers just
like you have reviewed dealerships near you. Now that you've found the right vehicle for you,
you can find the best place to buy a used Cadillac CTS Coupe. Great news! Shopping at one of
these dealerships means you'll receive the highest level of customer service. Price, mileage,
and condition are all important factors to consider when buying a used Cadillac CTS Coupe.
Edmunds found 11 Great, and 4 Good deals near you, so you can be sure to get the best price.
We also recommend reading Edmunds' consumer reviews to find common problems, and
paying for an independent inspection to make sure the used Cadillac CTS Coupe you're buying
doesn't have any problems that need addressing. Consumer reviews are a great resource for
determining how reliable a used Cadillac CTS Coupe will be. We have 42 user reviews of the
used Cadillac CTS Coupe, so you can find out if other owners have had issues with their
vehicles. Sign Up. We recommend Torque Pro. The camshaft position sensor CMP is used to
determine the position of the camshaft s. It relays this information to the powertrain control
module PCM. The PCM then uses this information to control the fuel injectors, and on some
applications, for ignition timing. This information is used but the PCM to control ignition timing,
and in some applications, it is also used to control fuel injection. A permanent magnet
crankshaft sensor. Courtesy: CP Fitters. A Hall Effect crankshaft sensor. Courtesy:
nwmobilemechanicdotcom. Inside the engine, the crankshaft and camshaft are held together by
a timing belt or timing chain, which keeps them synchronized. Should the timing be off, the PCM
will set a code P The B sensor is likely on the exhaust side. To sum things up, the common
causes for code P are as follows:. Many problems can easily be found in the harness and
connectors. So, begin your diagnosis by visually inspecting the sensors and their connections.
Testing the sensor varies slightly, depending on which type of sensor your vehicle uses.
Testing a permanent magnet sensor. Courtesy: autozone. Testing a Hall Effect Sensor.
Courtesy: autorepairhelp. Note that a damaged or improperly aligned tone ring will also prevent
proper sensor operation. When in doubt, remove the cam gear and the crankshaft harmonic
balancer and inspect the tone rings. The best way to test cam and crank sensors, as well as
their synchronization, is with an oscilloscope. Increasingly more manufactures are offering
sample wave form patterns in their repair information, which should be consulted before
testing. The timing relationship synchronization of the two sensors will be distorted if a timing
belt jumps time, a cam gear slips, a timing chain gets loose or a cam phaser misbehaves.
Cracked reluctors and missing reluctors can also lead to an altered waveform pattern. Hooking
up a scope to a Hall Effect sensor. If the synchronization pattern is distorted, you need to find
out why. In most cases, this will involve engine disassembly to the point of failure. Removing
the timing cover and checking that the timing marks line up is one of the first things to do. An
example of a cam and crank pattern. Courtesy: aa1car. These systems are often dependent on
oil pressure, so checking the oil level is a good place to start. A plugged or failed oil control
valve can also cause VVT problems. VVT system. Courtesy: fonline. The solenoid circuit should
also be tested for proper power and ground. In addition, the solenoids can also be removed and
jumpered to battery voltage to confirm operation. Many scan tools also offer bi-directional
testing of the solenoids with just the push of a button. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam.
Learn how your comment data is processed. Hi i have a jeep compass with a 2. Can this be
done by driving it. According to the repair information I have for this vehicle, no relearn is
required. To replace the sensor, simply remove the heat shield, sensor connector and sensor
retaining bolt. Then, install these items in the reverse order of removal. Prior to this code, I had
two Diagnostic scans Sears, GM dealer because the engine died once and threatened to on two
other occasions P The cam phaser was replaced along with the timing guide. What am I missing
or is it time to let the car go? Ihave a equinox have a poo17 the engine works fine lights stays
on also remote starter will not work help. Timing chain problems seem to be common on the
four-cylinder engine. Get this taken care of ASAP, because further correlation errors might lead
to bent valves and even more damage. Then, use the correct oil and oil change interval to
prevent future damage. I had the same problem and had to change the timing chain and an
exhaust cam actuator on the right side. I have a chevy colorado, engine light came on and
coded , I have had my mechanic look at the truck, he has replaced the exhaust sensor and the
cam sensor and even my weak battery, after two days the light returned , truck seem to run fine
and I am at a loss of what to check next. Before you try that, though, try running engine cleaner
through it. Same problem, same truck. It will come on then go away. Seems to only come on
during cold weather. Mechanic replaced solenoid and sensor. What did you do to fix the
problem? Solenoid and sensor has been replaced. Running fine but recently started throwing
code P The cel came on and stays on permanently. Over the last year, the cel would come on for
short periods, but then turn off before I could get it checked. Vehicle runs fine. Can I drive it

until after Christmas or is this a ticking tmebomb? I would start with an engine flush and oil
change with 5W oil recommended for your vehicle. If there are any deposits blocking the flow of
oil to the VVT actuator, hopefully a flush might clear it out. As far as I can tell, the VVT actuator
is a common problem on this vehicle, and may require replacement. I took my Outlook to a
dealer, verified the p code with digital diagnostic meter, the service personnel even conducted
more extensive diagnostics and nothing out of the ordinary or anything remotely significant
was identified. What might be initial cost estimate to get any repairs? I just changed my timing
chain and guides also the adjuster ran great then it throws a p code but no other codes. I think it
is the exhaust cam sensor my causin helped and cleaned the sensor. I wondering if it screwed
the sensor up? Does anyone have idea? Charles- Are you sure the timing chain was installed
properly, with all the marks lined up? I think your brother is off the hook on the CKP sensor, but
you might have to take at least the valve cover off to visually verify timing chain and cam chain
position. Hi I have sonata car start ok but slowly engine off I can change crankshaft sencer but
problem not go. P code. Dealer wants to replace CVVT hub and seals on camshaft. Small oil
leak, unknown where it is coming from. Not sure if this is a sensor and valve issue or if i should
let the dealer poke my eyes out. Car has not lost power, driving normal, check engine light on.
With no abnormal sounds or loss of power and no sensor s on the timing chain tensioner s how
can they truly be certain the timing chain has stretched and is causing the P code? Hello I have
the same problem with my chevorlet traverse AWD 3. Have a 08 Honda accord put ck sense in
relearn the ck and cam did good and it stared to do the same again sat a ck code replace sense
it lose power when giveing it gas no power. Timing belts can stretch over time and mileage, and
are flexible enough to skip time. The Timing Chain sounds good and been driving fine for two
years with the codes. Lately I am getting P misfiring Injector 2. Everything checks out good. I
wonder if the codes causing the ECU to shut down gas to the injector for safety reason. Also, if
there are ways to bypass the ECU command so the injectors get back to normal. Have the same
P code since i bought a used Hummer H3 about a year ago. Did so far: Replaced oil 3 times with
synt blend 5w Replaced variable valve timing solenoid Replaced both camshaft position
sensors Replaced crankshaft position sensor. Skip to content. Notify of. Miles: Miles. Engine:
Engine. Inline Feedbacks. Mia Bevacqua. Hi Shawn, According to the repair information I have
for this vehicle, no relearn is required. Joan Davis. Charles hensley. I have the same problem
right now what was the remedy to your problem? MS khan. Any suggestions would be much
appreciated. Thank you very much. Donald s Wolfe. Benjamin Jerew. AL frank. A Make:.
Fernando vieyra. Next Post Next P â€” Fuel pressure regulator -performance problem. The
Chevrolet Equinox has been around since It comes powered by a 2. Like many cars, the
Equinox has issues in some of the models produced in the past. This is the model that debuted
in and saw production until A typical combustion engine consists of a fixed cylinder s and a
moving piston s. A mixture of air and fuel get into the cylinder through the intake valve. Once
inside, the mixture burns to release energy. The combustion process releases gases that push
the piston down the cylinder. The downward push then causes the crankshaft to rotate, pushing
the piston back up. This expels the burnt gases through the exhaust valve. The intake and
exhaust valves are controlled by the camshaft. To make sure they open and close at the right
time, a timing chain is used to connect the camshaft to the crankshaft to ensure the two are
rotating in synchrony. If the timing chain works properly, the valves will open and close just in
time. Other common signs that will indicate there is a problem with the timing chain in your
Chevrolet Equinox is if you get an Engine Position Performance code or a Camshaft Position
Performance code. This normally means that you have a timing belt that is worn out or
stretched. It is one of the most common Chevrolet Equinox problems that is also difficult to
diagnose. If the tensioners are pushed out a little bit, then the chain is definitely stretched. This
is one of the more common problems encountered in the Chevy Equinox that runs on the
four-cylinder engine. These engines tend to burn a lot of oil. General Motors states that your
Chevy Equinox should run less than one quart of oil within 2, miles. However, a lot of users
have complained about having to add up to four or more quarts per month. If this is your case,
here are a few places you can check:. You want to check that your positive crankcase
ventilation PCV system is working properly. If you see a lot of oil running through the PCV
valve, you may need a new valve cover. This then causes the amount of oil available to
decrease at an abnormal rate. Oil leaks are also a pretty common problem in the
second-generation Chevy Equinox. The main culprit behind this is usually a bad rear main seal
which causes oil to leak just near the back of the oil pan where it meets the transmission. One
of the things they do is to replace piston rings that are not sealing properly. These rings help to
maintain the right quantity of oil between the cylinder wall and the piston. They also regulate oil
consumption by removing excessive oil from the walls and sending it back into the sump. When
they get stuck inside the pistons or fail to seal properly, the oil will get by and burn. This then

causes excessive oil consumption. Replacing the piston rings is a relatively challenging task.
The VVT solenoids help to control the flow of oil depending on the load and speed of the
engine. Their failure is more common in the four-cylinder Chevy Equinox and can even cause
the vehicle to stall. You may end up with an engine P or P code. There are two VVT solenoids
that control oil flow in the four-cylinder engine. One is connected to the intake camshaft and the
other to the exhaust camshaft. These are easy to replace. All you need to do is first pull the
engine cover off and disconnect the solenoid connectors. The valves are held by a 10 mm bolt
just below them. Clean out any debris and unscrew the solenoids. They each have a unique part
number and cannot be interchanged. Remember to lubricate the new solenoids before sliding
them in and ensure your oil is at the recommended level. Oil that is low or of poor quality can
cause the valves to go bad. The throttle body controls the quantity of air getting into the engine
when the driver steps on the accelerator pedal. The blade opens wider when you step on the
gas to allow more air into the engine. This generates more power and allows the car to move
faster. The two correlation codes are very similar. You always want to check your connections.
There could mice chewing your wires or terminals that are spread out. Check the wiring at both
the throttle body and the accelerator pedal. The evaporation emission control system EVAP
prevents the gas fumes found in the gas tank from getting released into the atmosphere. This
helps to keep the smell of gas inside the car and prevents pollution. The first thing you always
want to do is pull out the gas cap, check its seal for damages and find out if it clicks in place
when you put it back. If your gas cap checks out okay, find the purge solenoid. Check its
connectors for any damaged wires or corroded terminals. If you find any of these problems, do
not worry for these are easy parts to replace. Your email address will not be published. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Common Chevrolet
Equinox Problems Publisher Name. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Common to Lexus GS Problems. Common Toyota Camry Problems: 5th Gen Add
vehicles to compare. You can compare up to 3 vehicles at a time. Available Inventory. Vehicle
Filters. Search Inventory Submit. Category Filter. View 37 Results. Body Style. Price range. Min
Max. Fuel Type. Diesel 2 Flexible Fuel 2 Gas 32 Hybrid 1. History Report. Yes 6. One Owner. Yes
3. Automatic 34 Continuous 1 Manual 2. In-stock Body Color. VIN or Stock. More Filters Less
Filters. Home Preowned. See Important Disclosures Here. Contact Us Get pre-approved
schedule a virtual test drive. Quick View 47 photos. Quick View 40 photos. Quick View 33
photos. Quick View 37 photos. Quick View 38 photos. Quick View 20 photos. Quick View 50
photos. Quick View 62 photos. Pre-Owned Buick Enclave Leather. Quick View 54 photos. Quick
View 45 photos. Quick View 29 photos. Quick View 28 photos. Quick View photos. Quick View
49 photos. Quick View 27 photos. Pre-Owned Chrysler Limited. Quick View 36 photos. Quick
View 35 photos. Quick View 22 photos. Quick View 7 photos. Previous 1 2 Next. Prices do not
include additional fees and costs of closing, including government fees and taxes, any finance
charges, any dealer documentation fees, any emissions testing fees or other fees. All prices,
specifications and availability subject to change without notice. Contact dealer for most current
information. An ideal blend of precise engineering and effortless style is what makes the new
Chevrolet Malibu an ideal vehicle for customers in Camdenton. It offers best fuel economy in its
class. To keep your mind at ease, it also features safety options like lane departure warning and
blind spot monitoring. You will not only enjoy your drive, but will also be enveloped in safety
while doing so. The new Chevrolet Malibu will impress our buyers in Camdenton with its
Enthralling interior which has ample space. The available entertainment options are just an
addition to the list of mesmerizing features present in this model. Feel free to check out the new
Chevrolet Malibu inventory at our Camdenton dealership. Want to buy this vehicle without any
hassle? Then, our showroom is your best bet. We provide flexible financing options, which will
make it easier for you to purchase the new Chevrolet Malibu from our Camdenton dealership!
You can now narrow your choices according to trim, pricing, color, and mileage. Visit us today
and take a test drive of the amazing new Chevrolet Malibu, displayed at our Camdenton
showroom today. Start Buying Process. What is happening on these vehicles is that the timing
chains are stretching which leads to correlation errors with the cam sensors and actuators.
Usually we see this only on model year vehicles. After , General Motors has seemed to correct
the problem with updated chains and ECM calibrations. This was supposed to get customers in
sooner to change their oil, thus hopefully eliminating sludge build up, heat, and excess wear
and tear that leads to the chains actually stretching some. They would still be coming in with
the check engine light on and usually running rough. Something like a p and a P would
definitely mean the engine has stretched chains. Now, this is no small job!! The entire engine
and transmission has to come out on a lift table. This requires much work, just even
disconnecting all the wiring harnesses and sensors. The air conditioning system has to be
recovered and lines removed from the compressor. The trans cooler lines and power steering

cooler lines have to be disconnected. The shift linkage, complete engine harness, upper and
lower radiator hoses, and fuse box just all come out just to name a few. Then, once the engine
is out and accessible, the real work begins! After removal of the valve covers, intake manifold,
power steering pump, belt, tensioner, water pump pulley, alternator and crank pulley, the
aluminum front cover can come off. There are quite a few bolts that hold it on and they all have
a small rubber seal that goes on each bolt. Now, finally, you can access the actual timing chains
where the problem lies. Once you can get your hands on the chains, you can easily feel the
excessive play in the chain from being too far stretched out. This leads to the timing being off,
setting the check engine light on, and usually a rough idle. There are three different chains that
will require replacement with the updated parts. There is also some special tools needed, such
as camshaft holding tools, etc, that are needed to do this job. The chains, guides, hydraulic
tensioners can all be taken off and the chains removed. Now the engine can be placed at top
dead center and the holding fixtures installed on the cams once the timing marks are lined up
on the crank gear and oil pump cover. The left chain goes in first, following the timing
procedure, then the primary chain, then finally the right side cam chain. Once all the chains
have been installed, and their guides and tensioners, the process of putting it all back together
can begin. It will take even the most experienced technicians the better part of a whole day to do
this job, sometimes longer. Luckily for most customers, the powertrain warranty covers this
repair up to , miles. Otherwise it would be very expensive to repair. Below are two pictures so
you can see just how involved this job is. The second pic is a close up of the three timing
chains that will be replaced. You can see there are quite a few sprockets, and things to go
around! Hi I have had my traverse for three years. I am just finding out that it has a bad problem
with timing change. I replaced my timing chains with the full kit and 3 sprockets. I also replaced
the right VVT Intake sprocket that was bad. I got all the chains lined up and tight. To test to
make sure everything stayed in time I rotated the camshaft by hand clockwise. I did this really
slow and the chains stayed tight. By the time I got back to dead center all three chains had
jumped over teeth. Is that normal for a VVT engine to do if your rotating the camshaft by hand? I
had to take the chains off and start over. They are all perfectly set again and tight. Any advice
would be appreciated before I put this thing back together. They will not line up againâ€¦. The
timing chain causing catastrophic engine failure at 87, Miles is which made me purchase a
Toyota. I have had my Toyota for 15 months approaching , miles no issues! Never buy a GMC
again. Same damned thing exactly happened with this 09 Traverse. Same symptoms. Traction
control light came on and off. Worst built engine in decades. These GM so called engineers
need to be fired or hanged. Too many computer chips. Too much useless technology
incorporated into these new vehicles. People cannot even change a headlight bulb without
tearing something down. All this is to insure that the buyer has to take it back to the dealership
to fix and then pay them an arm and leg to fix their pathetic excuse for a vehicle. Engine is
totally shot. Advice, please? My GMC Acadia had to of the same codes. I took it in to have it
looked at and I had to replace all the actuators and timing chains. Now I have to take it back to
have the oil pump replaced tooâ€¦ Good luck. Problem was resolved after ? Are you kidding
me? Google it and read all the timing chain problems on the Chevy traverse. Guess I have to
junk my traverse which I have kept in perfect condition. And never buy a Chevy again! Wrote a
letter to GM and they have turned their back on me. GM extended the warranty on model years
to 10 years and , miles, they claim the issue was fixed with models which is bs as we all know.
You may want to file a complaint as well. I just had my Chevy Traverse, 75, miles, looked at and
it needs new timing chansâ€¦â€¦. Never missed a oil change. Front wheel bearings at 55,
milesâ€¦â€¦ Time to look at Ford or Chrysler. Better yet, buy something from the 60s and drive it
another 50 yearsâ€¦â€¦. Dealing with this problem now with our Acadia. Going back to Ford. Had
miles on last Toyota and no where near these problems. Never again!! I have a traverse ls I
already had the timing belt changed out twice and the light is back on with the p code. I own a
chevrolet traverse and I am also a victim of the timing chain problem. Chevy knew initially that it
was a problem with the engineering and tried to cover it up with ecm recalibrations. Agreed CA
Lawsuit may helpâ€¦my Acadia with 53, miles has the same problem!! At I have a Acadia with
the same junk engine. At , miles it died and was towed to the dealer where it sits. Right before
that it threw codes on the timing chain. Told it needs a new engine. From other comments,
replacing the engine with the same lemon engine will get me another k miles before it the timing
chain goes out again. No amount of paperwork seems to guarantee warranty replacement
either. So I am wondering if it is worth trying to put a different engine in or buying a different
used vehicle. Anyone know about different engine that would fit.? I had a Chevy Tahoe with k
miles on it before the Acadia that was 10 years older that I should have just kept. Make your
voice heard! Their phone number is 1 ! Also, call GM, at 1 ! Hopefully you have found your
answer by now. If not you need to seriously stay away from Americano cars if you can. Its just

not worth the poor fuel economy or expensive mechanical repair unless you have a steady
income and money saved up. The best thing to do is find a reliable honda or toyota and you will
be a happy camper for a long while. Good luck. I just replaced the timing chains, gears, cam
phazers, tensioners and guides on a Acadia 3. It took me 8 hours from start to finish. Hi Deano,
just wondering if there is any information on the way you did the timing chain replacement. I
have a GMC Acadia and potentially have to change my timing chain due to some codes that are
coming up, P and P Does anybody know how I could get GM to pay for the job, or at least part of
it?? Has anybody got some money out of GM for this problem?? Please email me. Thank you in
advance!! Impossible for them to help you because it will bankrupt them!! Best thing to do to
miniize your cost of repairing this problem is to go on ebay and buy a good quality timing chain
kit and then go to the dealer and buy the 4 cam phazers becuase you can get them on Ebay.
After that look for a mechanic that will not rip you off on doing the labor. There are videos on
youtube that show you step by step what needs to be done. David, I have a Outlook and thee is
a special coverage warranty on the timing chains. When we brought it in the dealer had no clue
about it. We called GM directly to get the info. Our Traverse quit working. All I have been seeing
is the Special Adjustments to prior model years. Why would they say no this doesnt happen to
Acadias? I see several aboveâ€¦ Who knows the secret words to say to GM to get them to at
least cover it partially? I have a traverse with same issue. I own a with a blown motor due to the
timing chain issue. Very interested in doing whatever I can to help start a class action lawsuit
also. Not happy!! I wish we had never bought this vehicle. I have a that this just happened
unsure what to do about this issue as I can not afford the repair at all right now and in need of a
vehicle. Is there anyone that had researched for gmc to cover it? My daughter has ! Timing
chain has been replaced 3 times and it just went again!!!!! Gmc paid for the first three. Im calling
Gmc headquarters tomorrow. What a lemon. I just did timing chains guides tentioners sprockets
on traverse on my house because when you first start on cold rattle for 2 o 3 seconds bought
everything from dealer finished and it does the same noise ,. Did you ever figure out what the
problem is? I also recently did my chains. Can be done in the car. Yep, same here. We have
owned a lot of cars over the years and this GMC Acadia has been the biggest lemon by far.
None of the problems we have had with any car has ever even came close to this car. The
leaking alone has damaged so much, plus the transmission, and now the timing chains. I have a
chevy traverse that just had the timing chain work done. My mechanic said the engine is no
good. I have a traverse I have had Wal-mart change my oil every since I had my car now my
codes are coming up p and p we need a lawyer to soon for a camshaft to go out only miles on
my car. So do we have a class action suit yet?? How many hard working millions are going to
continue to be flipping the bill before GM is held responsible? If not for being so upside down
going into a Ford or Foreign builder, Im stuck with this piece of shit over a known flaw? So
much for protecting the consumer from being raped. Are the timing chain part numbers from a
GM 3. Add me to the list. Waiting for an estimate now. My mechanic told me there is a good
likelihood the engine is damaged and best to be replaced. From the sounds of the cost to
replace the timing chain, replacing the engine is about the same cost. If the law suit that was
discussed materializes, someone please post the information. Skip to main content. Need to
show how to place timing chain in right place on chevrolet traverse. It ran wierd for a couple of
months, but I was told may have been caused by bad winter blend of gas. I used some fuel
cleaner and it appeared to run better for about a week. The engine light finally came on and was
off the next day. The next night, the engine light came back on driving home from work. The
code was P, a timing issue. So i parked it for about two weeks until I could take it to the dealer.
On the day of the appointment, I turned the key and the engine shook violent with a loud
clonking noise. That was followed by just a loud humming noise. I immediately knew the engine
blew. I changed my own oil regularly and I had just recently did using synthetic oil as always.
So it being caused by low oil is horse crap. It still runs like crap with low power and horrible gas
mileage. I Just took it back for them to check the calibration and adjust the loud clacking valves.
The manual says the timing chain should even be checked until , minutes. I was never told it
was imperative to maintain the full oil level until after the chain broke. I see a lot of you asking
about a class action lawsuit. Does anyone know if one was initiated. If so, I would like the
information to get on board. This is a serious design flaw GM failed to connect. Carolyn thomas.
I drove 7, miles and it started with same issues. Had it towed to another shop to verify first it
was timing. My warranty is for a year. Had it towed to dealership July 16th. First they found a
little sludge tried telling me I need a new engine. They blew my starter. My front brakes need
replaced more than my back and my headlight was also out as well as my engine sounding like
crap! I told them pull it back in and check timing. Got call they starter is smoking. I need to pay
for a new one. Then they said warranty only covers parts and no parts are broke. Assistant
manager agreed to pull engine, actually asked too 2 weeks ago. I went out there last Saturday ,

my truck has oil and grease all over my leather seats, I was never offered a rental, a piece of my
bumper is broke off and my hood was popped just not open. My battery is dead as well.
Manager denied that and said they were pulling it in Tuesday. Stephanie M. Ran fine until the
warranty was up and then lost power and check engine lights were going crazy and traction
control would come on and off. Losing power on the interstate with both my kids ages 9 and 4
at the time and I by myself was a scary thing. Anyways took the car in and an oil pressure test
was done and I was told I needed an new engine!! Ummm are you kidding me?? Took it to
certified GM dealership and same fricken answerâ€¦ need a new engine. Check engine light and
traction control went off, I did not lose power this time though. Randomly traction control would
turn on and offâ€¦ anyways, just dropped it off at GMC and found out today that itâ€¦. Fords got
motor problems. Manuel D. Walid Sarwar. Eric M. Class action as I am not alone. I called GM and
wasnt given amy help. Alfonso landeros. Alson Zimmerman. I am also a victim of the dreaded
timing chain problem on my Traverse with around , miles on it. It all started with the CEL check
engine light coming on and the vehicle running rough. At first the codes were P multiple
misfires, P misfire on cylinder 1, and P misfire on cylinder 6. The Traverse ran good for a few
days and then the check engine light came back on. I was really sick but I had no idea what was
in store for me next. I talked to several people and researched the internet for those error codes
P, P and checked all that I could. I went around and around trying to inspect what I could. I
checked the heater resistance of the oxygen sensors using a multimeter, cleaned the air
intakes, inspected the mass air flow sensor, replaced a broken purge valve that I discovered on
the air intake plenum, anything I could do myself. Nothing helped. Good info was provided. Like
that grandfather, I continue to gather info â€¦.. Think in terms of a heart attack. The heart fails,
but the actual failure is caused by the restriction, within an artery. That oil feed passage has the
responsibility of lubricating the timing chains. Extended oil change intervals can lead to sludge
build up. Overall lack of maintenance can ALSO lead to a sludge filled engine. I have had this
issue with a timing chain on my Enclave and have found a fix that may be of interest and
absolutely a check do this repair before pulling your motor. I little history here before I give the
fix. I bought this enclave with well over K miles on it and it did not run at purchase time. I towed
it home and began to look into the problems. There was writing from a dealer that diagnosed the
vehicle as having no compress
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ion written on the windows and do not try to start etc. I assume that was because someone
kept trying to start the vehicle and just burnt out the starter. So I looked it over got onto forums
like this one and did some homework investigating. A compression check showed it to have no
compression so after reading all the timing chain stretching and chain jumping a tooth or two I
thought I had better pull the motor. So that was done. Once out of the vehicle I pulled the timing
chain cover off and found nothing that was obvious on the chains. Since there was no
compression I figured I would also pull the heads and see if the valves had been bent from a
misaligned cam to crank if the timing chains had indeed jumped a tooth or two of even more.
That would have definitely wiped out every valve in the motor and maybe even damaged a
piston top or worse if the chains had jumped while the motor was running. I was surprised to
find that was not the case everything looked to be correct and in place.

